Benchmark challenges, such as the Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) and Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods (DREAM) have been instrumental in driving the development of bioinformatics methods. Typically, challenges are posted, and then competitors perform a prediction based upon blinded test data. Challengers then submit their answers to a central server where they are scored. Recent efforts to automate these challenges have been enabled by systems in which challengers submit Docker containers, a unit of software that packages up code and all of its dependencies, to be run on the cloud. Despite their incredible value for providing an unbiased test-bed for the bioinformatics community, there remain opportunities to further enhance the potential impact of benchmark challenges. Specifically, current approaches only evaluate end-to-end performance; it is nearly impossible to directly compare methodologies or parameters. Furthermore, the scientific community cannot easily reuse challengers' approaches, due to lack of specifics, ambiguity in tools and parameters as well as problems in sharing and maintenance. Lastly, the intuition behind why particular steps are used is not captured, as the proposed workflows are not explicitly defined, making it cumbersome to understand the flow and utilization of data. Here we introduce an approach to overcome these limitations based upon the WINGS semantic workflow system. Specifically, WINGS enables researchers to submit complete semantic workflows as challenge submissions. By submitting entries as workflows, it then becomes possible to compare not just the results and performance of a challenger, but also the methodology employed. This is particularly important when dozens of challenge entries may use nearly identical tools, but with only subtle changes in parameters (and radical differences in results). WINGS uses a component driven workflow design and offers intelligent parameter and data selection by reasoning about data characteristics. This proves to be especially critical in bioinformatics workflows where using default or incorrect parameter values is prone to drastically altering results. Different challenge entries may be readily compared through the use of abstract workflows, which also facilitate reuse. WINGS is housed on a cloud based setup, which stores data, dependencies and workflows for easy sharing and utility. It also has the ability to scale workflow executions using distributed computing through the Pegasus workflow execution system. We demonstrate the application of this architecture to the DREAM proteogenomic challenge.
Introduction
The volume of experimental data being generated in the field of experimental biology is growing at a rapid pace in both size and variety 1, 2 . With the advent of increasingly diverse data types, many of which are high throughput, the bioinformatics community is introducing sophisticated computational approaches for data analysis 3, 4 .
To compare different approaches, community-wide competitive benchmark challenges have gained popularity as an unbiased method to better understand the variety of pipelines proposed by different groups. Popular challenges include the Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods (DREAM) 5 , Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) protein structure prediction 6 and The Association of Biomolecular Resource Facilities' (ABRF) Proteome Informatics Research Group's (iPRG) detection and prediction challenges 7 . These challenges give competitors the opportunity to test (in a blind and unbiased manner) their approach against others in the field, and have been instrumental in advancing diverse areas from protein structure prediction 8 to variant calling 9 to analysis of pathology data 10 .
Unfortunately, evaluations in these competitions have traditionally been limited to metrics that evaluate solely based on scores. Comparisons of the methods that gave rise to those results are often left to manual interpretation. When the difference between a winner and an extremely poor performer may come down to a handful of parameters in otherwise identical workflows, the lack of transparency in methods is a huge missed opportunity for the bioinformatics community. In addition, winning methods are rarely shared with the broader community, as it is cumbersome to make winning methods accessible beyond the competition framework. Thus, while these challenges provide a forum for bioinformatics researchers to independently evaluate the performance of their approaches against others, the current execution environment for challenges does not facilitate deep comparison and sharing of approaches.
Consequently, there is a critical need to reconsider the infrastructure used for executing benchmark challenges. Here we examine the potential benefits of conducting benchmark challenges within a semantic workflow environment. Workflow environments, such as Galaxy 11 and GenePattem 12 , would enable a challenge to examine not just the final results, but also all the steps of a method. This could include all dependencies, relevant data, and workflow components. By having challengers enter their submissions as workflows, which are executed on challenge data in the cloud, it becomes possible to more deeply perform a meta-analysis of the entries. In addition, submissions could be easily reused and shared by members of the broader scientific community.
This work describes our effort to date using the WINGS 13 semantic workflow system to submit entries to the DREAM proteogenomic challenge. While WINGS is an established (ready-to-download for server) workflow system 14 , employing it as a submission and storing protocol for data analysis challenges is a novel use of this framework. In addition to the advantages typical of workflow systems, WINGS has additional features due to its use of semantic representations and reasoning about workflow steps and data. WINGS uses semantic annotations of data characteristics and step requirements in order to facilitate the selection of appropriate input parameter values based on metadata. WINGS additionally supports the creation of an abstract workflow component for a class of tools that perform a similar task, which greatly facilitates the comparison of different challenge entries. Finally, WINGS uses the W3C PROV standard 15 to record the complete provenance of the workflow execution details that led to a final result, including what tools and versions were used, how algorithm parameters were set, and the overall method. Key features of the execution environment of WINGS include: (a) a framework for recording all runtime dependencies of multi-step workflows, where each step is a self-contained component facilitated by employing Docker 16 images. Docker offers a virtual platform for building, sharing and running application within self-sufficient "containers" which allow encapsulation and storage of WINGS workflows. This includes the tools and data underlying each step (facilitating benchmarking), (b) a dynamic cloud based environment to house these workflows, complete with all runtime dependencies and data (facilitating reproducibility), and (c) a scalable execution environment (combination of WINGS and the Pegasus workflow management system 17 for distributed computing to reduce computational cost) to run workflows multiple times with new parameters or data (facilitating reusability). Figure 1 shows a schematic of the use of WINGS for DREAM challenges. Integrating WINGS in current bioinformatics benchmarking challenges will support the reuse of the best performing solutions. Furthermore, it will expedite comparison between multiple different solutions, which potentially use similar constructs and tools, but differ in parameterizations that lead to significant result changes. This concludes to a better understanding of the underlying reasons that lead to a successful solution. Lastly, the extensive provenance records of all submitted solutions will greatly facilitate widespread use and adoption.
We discuss the WINGS design and the specifics of the workflow and environment construction in the sections below. Further, as proof of concept, we employ WINGS workflows to construct a full-scale pipeline for the NCI-CPTAC DREAM proteogenomic (protein prediction) challenge 18 that exhibits the main features of WINGS for reusability of workflows, reproducibility of results, and benchmarking of how results are impacted by subtle workflow variations. Lastly, we build multiple variations of the protein prediction workflow, altering different steps to illustrate how WINGS facilitates comparisons of different implementations of the workflow.
Methods and Materials
The WINGS workflow system can be readily integrated with the existing work cycle of a benchmark challenge such as the DREAM challenges. Figure 2 describes the typical phases of a benchmark challenge and how a system like WINGS could fit the process. Each section below defines these phases and how the integration of WINGS can facilitate benchmarking, reproducibility, and reusability.
Preparing and submitting workflows in WINGS for benchmark challenges
The architecture and setup of WINGS (described in detail in the supplementary materials) facilitate easy usability and efficient sharing. A WINGS image, encapsulated by a Docker 16 container embedded with possible dependencies and software tools that may be needed by challengers to implement workflow steps, is built and made available at the onset of the challenge ( Figure 2 ). New tools and software, as required by the codebase of each submission, can then be additionally included by the user within the WINGS framework where the submission pipeline is built.
WINGS facilitates the effective combination of utilities, scripts and tools based on different languages together under the umbrella of one single workflow, while allowing the user to see the high level view of the workflow steps in terms of the functions included within the workflow. Figure 3 showcases the different components of a WINGS workflow. The main constructs involved are (1) Components, which encapsulate executable code described in terms of input data, parameters and outputs, each with unique datatypes and other semantic constraints (2) Abstract components, which can execute one of several codes with the same general functionality (e.g. an abstract component for normalization could be implemented by different normalization techniques, all employed on the same input, but resulting in different normalized data), (3) Input parameters, which may be string, integer, float, boolean or date values, (4) Input files, with metadata describing their type and contents, and (5) Intermediate and final data, which is output obtained from a component's execution that can be used as input to another component for further analysis.
Construction of a workflow in WINGS involves: (1) Creating data types and uploading raw input data, (2) Creating individual components for each distinct step in the workflow and supplying the code and scripts to generate outputs from inputs, (3) Connecting the components to reflect the flow of data from one to another. Additionally, the user can specify semantic metadata and validation rules to datasets, components, and workflows, which are used by WINGS to reason about the workflow and suggest data or parameters as well as to validate those provided by the user. The details of building a workflow in WINGS, using standard RNA-Seq processing as an example, are included in the supplementary materials.
We used WINGS for the NCI-CPTAC DREAM proteogenomic challenge. We created a workflow for predicting protein levels from transcriptomics data, which includes the processing of transcriptomics data from raw sequencing reads to a normalized geneexpression matrix used for protein level prediction.
Benchmarking, comparison, upgrade and sharing of workflows
Benchmarking challenges, such as the DREAM challenges, have historically evaluated the performance of each challenger's submission and reported on the top performing approaches. With the integration of WINGS, all submitted entries would be described as WINGS workflows. Each step of the workflows would be encapsulated in self-contained modules. Thus, each submitted workflow and their steps, can be benchmarked and compared amongst one another. WINGS abstract components would prove especially useful for comparisons as a challenger's workflow component will house the execution machinery for their specific approach while maintaining the same input and output as the components designed by their peers. Additionally, benchmarking and comparison facilitates iteratively fine-tuning a bioinformatics workflow, as it allows for easy comparisons of different input parameters, files and software modules. A record of executed workflows, with the associated meta-data as maintained in WINGS, helps identify and correct errors as well as optimize a workflow.
We use the protein prediction pipeline template provided to DREAM proteogenomic challenge participants and construct 6 variations on the same workflow (using abstract components), enabling benchmarking and comparative analysis.
Different variations of the workflow are initially compared on the basis of the same performance metric used to evaluate the results of the DREAM proteogenomics challenge. This is a correctness score, which is the aggregated Pearson's correlation of predicted protein levels to actual protein levels across samples. To further our understanding of the comparison between workflow variations, we compare three scales of data amongst each workflow execution: aligned reads, quantified transcriptomics expression, and final protein level prediction. This allows us to understand the factors culminating in the resulting correctness score. Aligned reads are compared by read coverage areas of the resulting BAM files (comparison employs deeptools module "multibamsummary" 19 
Upon completion of a challenge, the best performing solutions can easily be maintained and upgraded within the confines of the WINGS system. Any tools and data utilized can be swapped for latest versions. Additionally, utilizing the capabilities of containers ensures that the latest workflow and its ecosystem (dependencies and tools) can be encapsulated and shared with the community. The reusability of a workflow is not hampered by missing configurations, by lack of expertise to setup the computational environment, or by the absence of comprehensive descriptions of the pipeline itself.
Results

WINGS workflow construction for the DREAM proteogenonuc challenge
As proof of concept for incorporating WINGS into a benchmark challenge, we built a workflow that performed protein level prediction from processed and normalized transcriptomics (RNA-Seq) data, mimicking the requirements of sub-challenge 2 of the NCI-CPTAC DREAM proteogenomic challenge 2018. Our workflow included the generation of a canonical transcriptomic expression matrix from raw reads allowing us to examine how sensitive the predictions were to changes at many phases of the workflow. Below we describe (Figure 4) , (1) The entire workflow for protein level prediction from transcriptomics data and (2) The data and data types required to be uploaded and constructed in WINGS to facilitate workflow execution.
3.1.1. The protein prediction workflow-As our workflow aims to gauge protein levels for a set of samples from raw and unprocessed transcriptomics (RNA-Seq) data, it is divided to three distinct sections. (1) Alignment of raw read output from the sequencer, (2) Quantification and normalization per sample of aligned reads and lastly (3) Prediction of protein levels from processed and normalized transcriptomics data (Figure 4 ). (Figure 4 ). For the protein prediction workflow, the input files -RNA-sequencer output (FASTQ format), the output files -protein level matrix (TSV format) and the intermediate files -aligned reads (amongst others) (BAM format) guide the different data types to be constructed by the user apropos to the workflow.
The data and data type categorization for a workflow-Input, output and intermediate files that are produced by the workflow dictate data types within WINGS
The data utilized for protein prediction is The Cancer Genome Atlas/Clinical Proteomic Tumor Analysis Consortium (TCGA/CPTAC)-Colorectal Cancer datasets 20, 21 , which is one of the foundational proteogenomics datasets published by the National Cancer Institute (NCI). The data consists of transcriptomics and proteomics for 89 patient samples that are processed, analyzed and well characterized by multiple published experiments 22 . The raw data is available from both TCGA and CPTAC, and the processed data was extracted from supplementary material of associated publications. The data is housed within the WINGS image, hosted on an Amazon Web Server (supplementary material), contained within the workflow ecosystem, along with all the tools and scripts needed by the pipeline.
Workflow variations for predicting protein levels
We select 3 specific changes to the protein prediction workflow, spanning the three levels of input data processing and compared the final result. We aimed to make changes at each level of data dimensionality to assess the impact on the final protein prediction. The changes are made to (1) Alignment tools, (2) Transcript level quantification method and (3) Protein level prediction method as is summarized in Figure 4 . 23 versus TopHat 24 ) --We utilize the two widely adopted alignment tools for comparison. STAR is a fast, reliable reads aligner which requires a large amount of computing power but claims to address most shortcomings of other RNA-Seq aligners. TopHat is a traditional splice read mapper for RNA-Seq, which uses the ultra highthroughput short read aligner Bowtie to perform read alignment followed by identification of splice junctions.
Alignment Tools (STAR
Transcript level quantification method (FPKM versus RPKM) --The two most popular methods to quantify transcripts level expression are Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads (FPKM) and Reads Per Kilobase of transcript, per
Million mapped reads (RPKM). Both normalize according to gene length, RPKM utilizes reads whereas FPKM estimates abundance based on fragments observed in a paired end experiment. We utilize the cufflinks suite 3 (cufflinks, cuffmerge, cuffquant and cuffnorm) to assess the FPKM quantification and featureCounts 25 with the EdgeR 26 R package to obtain the RPKM quantification.
Prediction method (Generic-Linear versus Gene-Specific) --The winners of the DREAM proteogenomic challenge employed multiple different models and one of the superior results was obtained by employing a Gene-Specific modeling technique for prediction 27 . Within our workflow, we aim to emulate their technique by building a unique linear model for each of the proteins to be predicted (Gene-Specific) and compare it against a one-fits-all linear model (Generic-Linear) that uses the entirety of the training data irrespective of gene and site specificity.
Benchmarking and correctness of protein prediction across workflow variations
As detailed above, a total of 6 different variations of the protein prediction workflow were executed using WINGS. Workflow variations included changes to the 3 distinct sections of the protein prediction workflow, namely alignment, quantification and prediction. Table 1 summarizes the correctness (of prediction) score of the final result obtained from each variant of the workflow. We also note the approximate time (automatically recorded for each WINGS workflow execution) taken for each workflow completion. We observe the differences in quality of results based on the changes in different steps and dimensions of the prediction workflow. Namely, the largest change in resulting quality emanated from the different models used for prediction. The gene-specific model outperformed the generic linear model in all configurations. The alignment and quantification presented some minute changes in the final result quality but large differences in computational resource utilization, as the execution time was vastly different between STAR and TopHat usage, as well as evaluation of RPKM and FPKM.
Comparison of workflow variations for predicting protein level
Since intermediate output at each level is readily available in the WINGS provenance records, we explore each of the workflow variations at 3 different scales. Namely, we compare the aligned reads, the transcript quantitation and finally the predicted protein levels. Figure 5 shows the WINGS workflow and the corresponding output for comparing aligned reads (BAM files). The component uses the utilities described in the section above to calculate the correlation between read coverage for aligned reads obtained from both TopHat and STAR. Figure 6 presents the component performing comparison of transcript quantification utilizing both FPKM and RPKM methodologies. The output visualizes a comprehensive comparison of both quantifications, by assessing the number of genes identified, gene and sample wise correlation and dynamic ranges of the gene-level expression.
Lastly, Figure 7 compares the final protein level prediction for two different models (GeneSpecific and Linear), as described in the section above. We show the component performing as well as visualizing the comparative analysis. Results include distribution comparison of predictions from both models and present correlation and dynamic ranges for both sets of predicted protein abundance. Changes to each step of a sequential workflow propagate downstream to alter the culminating output. The detailed analysis possible within the confines of WINGS allows us to fully understand the impact of each step's process on the final result of the protein prediction workflow. Further, since all intermediate data is accessible for each execution, data analysis and exploration can be performed in parallel at each step, including quality metrics, sanity checks and identifying critical data attributes characterizing inner workings of the pipeline. WINGS components performing analysis and exploration could be appended to the main workflow where they access intermediate data and provide immediate context to the workflow execution.
Discussion and Conclusion
Our work presents the WINGS workflow infrastructure as an easy to use, effective and efficient platform for storing, maintaining and executing solutions submitted to analytical and modeling challenges. WINGS not only allows for standardization of submissions and effective reuse of workflows, it also allows for intuitive comparison between workflows as well as potential for changes and upgrades to ensure widespread adoption and rigorous reproducibility. As a proof of concept, we developed a protein prediction workflow using WINGS, akin to the DREAM proteogenomic challenge, which uses raw RNA-sequencing data as input, processing and modeling it to generate prediction for protein levels. WINGS houses the input data, performs benchmarking with different tools, techniques and models to identify the most effective configuration for protein prediction. In addition, for each variation of the workflow, we are able to identify and isolate critical changes in data across different steps as well as explore the nuances of the predictive model. Our experiments show the vast capability of WINGS and its usefulness to future bioinformatics analysis and modeling challenges. Additionally, incorporation of the WINGS paradigm in the context of data modeling and analytical challenges sheds light on a broader question of why a solution performs better than another. Constructing workflows with WINGS allows for researchers to use the most innovative methods by easily reusing the best performing approaches available for any given research question. Schematic for WINGS workflows in the context of data modeling and analysis competitions e.g. DREAM challenges. Building semantic workflows on the WINGS architecture enables widespread use of algorithms and methods, and enables storage and maintenance of data and workflows for use with high-throughput experiments. Using WINGS in each phase of benchmarking challenges to facilitate benchmarking, reproducibility, and reusability. Multiple components are connected in WINGS to design a workflow, as is typical of workflow systems. WINGS has unique features supported by semantic representations and reasoning: (a) automated suggestions of datasets and parameter values that are compatible with the current design of the workflow, (b) the possibility of defining abstract components that can be implemented by different tools. The protein prediction workflow as implemented in WINGS. The black boxes show the workflow schematic in terms of input, intermediate and output files. Aligmnent (purple), quantification (blue) and prediction (orange) are the three main sections of the workflow. The green boxes represent the changes to tools and parameters that result in variation of this predictive pipeline, and subsequently different outputs. On the left is the WINGS wire diagram of the complete workflow, with annotations marking the three main steps. Correlation between TopHat and STAR aligned reads across 10 samples (right) from the protein prediction workflow in WINGS (right). Comparison between Gene-Specific and Linear modeling results obtained from the protein prediction workflow and the corresponding WINGS component utilized. Includes (Top) distribution comparison between the predicted protein levels from using each model for the 27 test samples (Bottom) Scatterplot comparison of each predicted protein level by both models for the 27 test samples. 
